Affinity Mapping

When do you
hire
professionals?

Where were
services
provided?
This depends
heavily on the
event.

I hire professional hair and
makeup services for
weddings and other
experiences where photos
will be taken.

I hired hair
and
makeup
services

Makeup really
isn't important
to me unless I
have a special
event

I hired services
for my
mother's 80th
birthday party

I hired services
for a special
limo ride to
the nutcracker

I hired services
to prepare for
family photo
shoots

Total 7
people
in party

Needed
professional
hair stylist
for wedding

I have had my
makeup done
on-location as
a bridesmaid

I like to have
my hair
done for
weddings

I hired services
for my
daughters'
prom

I hired services
for my
daughters'
senior photos

I get my
hair done
for family
photos

my wedding is
one of the most
important days!
I needed my
hair done

I get my
makeup done
for
engagement
photos

I get my
makeup done
for my
wedding
photos

I look on
social
media

I like
pinterest
can be
helpful

I like
pinterest

I like to look
on instagram
on my phone

I use
Instagram

I use
instagram

Instagram
may be
helpful
I use
facebook, but
it doesn't feel
local

I look on yelp
for
professionals

I used
hashtags like
#atlantabrides
to find services

Instagram
is really
good

General
Searches
I use my
laptop and
phone for
searching

I used
google
searches
for looking

I did a google
search for
makeup
services

for a friend's
wedding, hair
and makeup
on-location

I got my
wedding
hair styled
at a salon

I like going to a
studio, unless
there are a
group of us
getting ready

a salon
experience
can be really
enjoyable

Services
were on-
location

for a friend's
wedding, hair
and makeup
on-location

Recommendations

Wanted to
know how
other peoples
experience
was

google
reviews are
important
to me

I like seeing
real
reviews on
styleseat

Looked at
reviews
online

I reach out
to friends
and family
for opinions

Likes DM-
ing on
Social
Media

I liked using
instagram to
communicate
with
professionals

I used zoom to
communicate
with my
chosen
professional

I liked
emailing
professionals

I ask my
friends/family for
recommendations

it took me a
month to
find
someone

I wish I
would have
spent more
time looking

It takes a
lot of time
to find
someone

I was new to
the area for
my wedding so
I researched a
lot

I called
makeup
places that
I liked

Found
individuals at
ULTA who
performed
private services

the artists talked
to bridesmaids to
learn about what
hair styles were
needed

The hair stylist
contracted
someone who
could do the
makeup

I like consulting with
them and the lasting
end result they can
provide.

professionals
have more
advanced
techniques

Professionals
have more
experience

professionals
know what
looks good in
lighting

professionals
know how to
create a
flawless look

Final
product is
elevated

I like having
professionals do
work because they
have expertise and
know how to use
things that will last
the full day

I needed a
look different
from my
everyday look

Factors in
Hiring Decision

Professional
Online Presence

Social
Media
Presence is
important

professionalism
of website was
important to me

professionals
need a good
social media
presence

professionalism
is important to
me

An online
presence
builds trust
and credibility

Friends and family
recommendations
are very
important

I last spent
1 hour
looking for
services

Professionals know
advanced techniques
to create a flawless
look.

I like going to a
studio, unless
there are a
group of us
getting ready

I spend many
hours trying to
find someone

Spent 10
hours
searching

Why do you hire
professionals?

I like messaging
with potential
artists.

How long did
you spend
looking?

How did you
look for services?

Social
Media

How do you
communicate with
professionals?

I like to see
inside the
salon in
photos

I like seeing
tutorial
videos

I like trying
things I see
from beauty
bloggers

Personality
/ Trust

it is important
that the
people have
professional
skillsets

Good
photography
is important

I needed a
hairstylist who
could handle
multiple
ethnicities

hair and
makeup is so
personal - you
want to hear
from referrals

I like seeing
people
doing
makeup

Past work
is most
important

I like seeing
multicultural
representation

I love
hearing/reading
Top 10
articles/videos

I want to hear
about good
products to
use

I like being told
about products
without being
pressured to buy
specific products

I like to see
videos of
stylists doing
services

I want to see
photos of the
artist doing
the work

I use tiktok and I
would love to see
artists doing their
work (on
themselves or
others)

I like seeing
before and
afters

I liked knowing
artists were
used by others
in the past

a widespread
portfolio is
important to
me

I like seeing
finished looks
- influencer
styles

I like to see
photos of
past clients

I like to see
the final
photos of
bride/party

I like
viewing the
full
hairstyle

I want to see
the back and
front of
hairstyle (face
shape match)

I like to
look at
photos of
past work
I want to
see what
I'm going to
get

professionals
help consult
the look I that
is right for the
moment

most
bridesmaids
were happy
with hair

Professionals can
take the pressure
off of me

having someone
externally who
was accountable
was nice

it's relaxing
to get your
hair done

I like that
someone else
is responsible
for this task

about
45min per
person

I feel like I can
enjoy the day and
quality time
(instead of
worrying about
hair/makeup)

My hair is
curly and
difficult to
style

Difficulties/
Frustrations

Evidence of
Past Work

I like when artists
can provide
personal
references I can
contact

professionals
know how to
create a look that
is right under
photography
lighting

Demographics

Stylist
was
excited
Felt
connection
to stylist

Photos should
show people
having a good
attitude and
having fun

Did trial
with
stylist
I did a makeup
trial before
deciding on
someone

Communication
is very
important to me

it is important
to have
someone who
can be on time

Lack of trust/
connection w/
business

I may not be
happy with the
services received.

Trying to find
someone
locally, is
difficulty

I'm not
usually
happy with
services

Several
potentials did
not get back
to them

some
bridesmaids
were not
happy

Several
potentials
were already
booked

I wasn't
super
happy with
services

If I called, I
would have to
leave a message
and hope they
get back to me

I was anxious
about making
sure they
would be on
time

The bride was
sad that the
makeup artist
didn't listen to
each of us.

The makeup
artist did not
listen to me. She
had a plan for
cohesiveness.

I'm not sure if I
can trust online
reviews.

I could have
done a better
job than the
girl I hired

I need a stylist
who will listen
to me b/c I
know my hair
best

I haven't liked
professional
makeup
services

I had to touch
up my makeup
before the
wedding

There are so
many reviews,
how do I know
which ones to
trust

I can't
always trust
google
reviews

Female

F

f

f

f

F

female

27
y/o

45

27

33

38

24

median =
30

single

married

married

married

Married

single

married

International
Flight
Attendant

Homemaker

social
worker

HR
manager

Program
manager

Researcher

Employed,
corporate-style
world

iOS

iOS

iOS

android
phone

iOS
phone

iOS

iOS phone

macOS

macOS

windows

windows

Windows
computer

macOS

Access to both
windows and
macOS

